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Some days ago, while reading 
Chapter 52 of Dao De Jing, which 
contains the wise sayings of Lao 
Tzu, I was struck by this line -    
Seeing the small is to be              
enlightened. It was precisely what I 
had been reflecting on and hearing 
in my heart for the past few days.  
 
I had been in China a week before. 
However, I didn’t visit the Great 
Wall or Tiananmen Square, neither 
did I stay in Beijing. Instead, I went 
to a small village in one of the 
provinces to spend a few days with 
a community of two Brothers and 

and grows, he knows not how. The 
soil produces of itself; first the 
blade, then the ear, then the full 
grain in the ear. And when it is ripe 
for harvesting they take the sickle 
for the cutting: the time for harvest 
has come. 
 
The community has learned to see  
and treasure the small things – the 
ordinary, simple, lowly and    
worthless, those deemed            
insignificant by the world. They live 
in houses that the village has lent 
them. Old houses with basic       
facilities - no washing machines, no 
heaters, no fans.  
 
They relate to the young people in 
a very down-to-earth way, a      
contrast from the authoritarian 
style they are accustomed to in 
their families. While it is different, 
they are taught of the importance 
of discipline. Through patience, 
kindness and love, the community 

has begun to touch hearts. The 
closeness and equality in their    
relationship are signs of a gradual 
inner change.  
 
I believe that when they learned to 
trust and to become little and      
humble, a miracle happened. In the 
middle of this arid and isolated 
place where many young people 
feel abandoned and disconnected, 
an oasis of fraternity where they 
are accepted and given the space 
and freedom to discover          
themselves has appeared. 
 
Through humility and faith, the 
community has discovered the  
wisdom of Jesus’ parables of the 
mustard seed. Once “small”, they 
have grown into a sanctuary where 
young people come, see and stay.  
  
Fraternally, 
 
Juan. 
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For a child, the school is the 
best place to be  
By Andrés Barrera  
 
Back in my country, the Barcelona 
fans use to say “Barça is more than 
a football club”.  In their hearts 
they passionately believe that. 
 
Similarly, the Marist Centre for  
Migrants in Samut Sakhon is more 
than a beautiful school.  Thanks to 
the effort and caring attitude of 
the Brothers and the teachers, it is 
becoming more and more like a big 
family.  
 
It is in the air, you can sense it and 
we are happy as this is the right 
environment to educate these 
poor and needy children. You can 
be certain that it is the cleanest 
and most positive, relaxing and 
welcoming space available for 
them. 
 
We have just begun the new 
school year, which lasts from May 
to March. Kids are still enrolling 
every other day, even though the 

small classrooms are filled to the 
brim. Sometimes, after a few 
hours, or the next day, they begin 
to warm up to us and start talking 
to us or even hold our hand. It’s 
the most wonderful feeling to have 
a five-year-old’s hand stretching 
one’s hand! 
 
But these are the positive            
experiences. Unfortunately, there 
are also sad experiences. And one 
that we “suffer” from time to time 

is when we see a chair empty for 
several days, especially in the class 
for the older children. 
 
“Where is she?”, “Is he sick?” But 
most of the time, we know the   
answer: he or she, is not coming 
anymore. Their parents have sent 
them to work. Once they are 12 or 
13, the children are sent to work 
peeling shrimps or sewing in       

The older school children helped in the painting this mural that depicts their happy school life  
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factories, working on night 
shifts when the police do not 
come for inspection.  
 
The child who stopped coming 
to school just recently was only 
ten! And they will do this for so 
many years to come, with no 
possibility of improving their 
lives. So far, we haven’t had a 
student over the age of 15. 
And, naturally none of the   
children have finished           
Secondary education. 
 
It’s true that the families are 
very poor! The parents really          
welcome these extra Bahts that 
will help them to survive        
another month! But what they 
do not realise is that they’re 
clipping their children’s “wings” 
forever. And the vicious cycle 
goes on and the miserable life 
of the parents will be repeated 
by their sons and daughters.   
 
In our English class, the        
children share so happily and               
optimistically about their future 
as a nurse, teacher, or            
policeman… but as I listen to 
them, the threatening vision of 

the shrimps surfaces in my 
mind. 
 
It’s sad, wrong and unfair to 
these children, so we have    
started to work hard on it.   
Every day, the Brothers and 
teachers are more and more 
convinced and committed to 
the dreams and future of the 
children.   
 
We know that it’s a David 
against Goliath struggle. The 
education system, cultural 
background, economic          
situation, the country’s law – 
seem to accept and promote 
Child Labour. All of them are 
thinking about earning money 
for tomorrow, but not about 
the future of these children. 
 
Taking short and humble steps, 
we have started to do        
something for the children, the 
teachers and the parents. One 
day, one of the children will  
finish his/her Secondary         
education. When that day     
arrives, you can be sure that 
the Goliath’s knees will start to 
shake! 

This is really more than a school… The children are so happy here! 

These days we are enjoying the presence of  
Novice Br Bao 

Our oldest students study in Class A 

A priest from Myanmar talking about kindness and 
good manners 
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My Theory About Composing 
Poetry / Bright Sky 
Saturday, October 18, 2014 
By Ignatius In 
 
How would I define the process of 
creating a poem? 
 
In my mind, a poem comes into    
being  
as I encounter objects and situations 
in my everyday life  
and they present themselves         
disguised in a new light. 
The precise experience or incident 
that touches and moves me  
does not automatically become a 
poem; 
rather the poem takes shapes within 
me. 
As I am being touched by a given   
reality 
I go through a process of             
speculating, filtering, composing   
rational scenarios. 
Though my readers as they are     

absorbing its meaning 
may feel that the resulting poem is 
simple,  
actually the process for composing 
and writing it down  
is always more complex. 
In the beginning stage of my writing 
poems I certainly didn’t know how 
my creation would turn out. 
The more I compose poems, the 
more I realise  
that each one contains various      
scenarios within it, just like sets in 
movies, 
and my work is to master and refine 
my technique  
for sorting these out and presenting 
them; 
For me, the charm of a poem  
is revealed in the beauty and order 
of the scenarios it evokes, 
understated, with sparkling insights  
coming from the poet’s introspective 
view  
of the diverse dimensions of human 
life.  

 

1 July 

Marti Enrich 

2 July 

Juan Gustavo 

21 July 

Javier Bometon 

25 July 

Vigilio Bwalya 

26 July 

Ismael Valls 

29 July 

Ignatius In 

3 August 

Josué Sánchez Rodríguez 

8 August 

George Palandre 

13 August 

Bernhard Tremmel 

17 August 

Andrés Barrera 

23 August 

Juan Castro 

25 August 

Luis Garcia Sobrado 

1 September 

Eugenio Sanz 

2 September 

Pedro Chimeno 

5 September 

Pepito Mahong 

7 September 

Jose Maria Sierra 

12 September 

Gilber Barillas 

Hilario Schwab 

23 September 

Cesar Henriquez 

Birthday Greetings! 
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Dream and Desire 
By Hung  

 
“Deep within my heart I feel… Calling me to follow 
close… So I leave my boats behind… Follow you again 
my Lord… (Galilee Song). How hard it is to follow   
Jesus Christ when we are still holding on to a lot of 
ambition and possessions, anxieties and impatience, 
money and status, and much more. But how grateful, 
joyful and peaceful when we can freely give up or 
leave those kinds of things behind to be a disciple of 
Jesus. These are some thoughts just to reflect on and 
believe that God always journeys with us in any      
circumstance.  
 
Being a consecrated man or woman, in fact, a Marist 
Brother is a precious gift from God. So we should 
treasure and nurture this gift which people rarely can 
imagine, understand or find. For me personally, I 
started the Novitiate formation with so much          
enthusiasm and excitement. Besides, I feel very at 
home, loved and cared for by the warm and                 
welcoming Brothers and 2nd year Novices here in 
Tudella, Sri Lanka.  
 
We, the 1st year novices, are six and come from four 
different countries: Br Epalle (Solomon Islands), Br 
Fereole (Vanuatu), Br Quangzhao (China), Br Tri 
(Vietnam), Br Sinh (Vietnam), and I, Br. Hung 
(Vietnam). Arriving with so much exhaustion, we 
were given time in the first few days to rest and    

observe what the Novitiate is all about. Amazingly, it 
is a very peaceful place where you can enjoy the 
beauty of nature – the harmony of the singing birds 
all day long and the many varieties of animals around 
this place. 
 
Deep within, you can feel the quietness and stillness 
in the community especially the inner peace which 
you cannot find in society. I think Jesus is a friend of 
silence and He cannot be found in noise and         
restlessness. The trees, flowers and grass grow in  
silence. Honestly, I admire the Brothers here who live 
the Marist family spirit. 
 
Then there’s the food: have you ever heard of or   
eaten “yellow” food? Yellow here means very spicy 
and hot. It is very common and tasty for the locals 
here in Sri Lanka and surprisingly, it is hard for them 
to cook and eat without chili. For me, I could not 
stand it at the beginning and am still struggling to get 
used to it. 
 
The 2nd year Novices have gone for their apostolic 
and community experiences at the communities. We, 
the 1st years, are creating a new volleyball court and 
soccer field which is in the garden for our daily sport 
time. It is the first task that we have undertaken in 
the Novitiate since we arrived. Hopefully, it will be       
finished in two weeks’ time. In addition, we have 
classes and conferences with Br Peter (Australia), Br 
Canisio (Brazil), Br Sales (Sri Lanka) and Br Nicholas – 
Novices Master (Sri Lanka) from Monday to Friday. 
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We take turns to go to the market and cook on     
Sundays. We have accompaniment sessions once a 
week with Br Nicholas, among other things. 
 
“God chooses men and women and calls each of 
them by name. He leads them into the ‘desert’ and 
there He speaks to their hearts.”(C.11) One day we 
had a community sharing and one said: “I heard that 
the Novitiate is a desert, but when I arrived here it 
seems to me like a jungle.” What does the desert 
mentioned in the Constitutions mean to us? Did the 
writer really mean to say that Jesus leads us to the 
desert and there He speaks to our hearts? How do 
we interpret the word “desert”? I do suppose and 
hope that you have your own idea and answer for 
this.  
 
All in all, I would like to take this opportunity to thank 
the Brothers and those who have been helping me in 
many different ways. Here, in the Novitiate, I      
somehow feel worried because this big new step is 
unlike the Postulancy, Aspirancy and Candidacy   

stages or the life of a university student. But with the 
help of the Brothers and my personal efforts, I believe 
that I can persevere and be stronger in my vocation. 
Also, I would like to ask you for your prayers and   
support.  
 
Above all, I give thanks to our Lord Jesus Christ, our 
good mother Mary and St Marcellin for their love,     
protection and guidance. With them by my side, I 
hope that I will have a happy, joyful and fruitful time 
in the Novitiate with my companions and the      
Brothers. I hope that my commitment and               
discernment will be strengthened and the                
relationship with God and others deepened.  
 
May Mary our good mother, her son Jesus and St 
Marcellin be with you and your community always. 
And of course, 
you are always 
remembered 
in my prayer. 
God bless us 
all! 

 

Aspirancy Immersion Programme 
La Valla School 
  
Three of us aspirants – Luan, Phuc and myself (Duy) 
were assigned to La Valla School. We were there for 
the Aspirancy Immersion Programme. We had nice              
experiences in the school.  
 
There were two Brothers (Brs Terry and Tony), some 
teachers and quite a number of children with            
disabilities living at La Valla. We did almost everything 

 

Br Terry with aspirants and staff member at La Valla School 
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For me, I consider my visit to La 
Valla as the most challenging 
time of my life because of the 
work entrusted to us and being             
responsible for so many        
children. Although we taught 
the children, I felt we were the 
ones who actually learned a lot 
from them.                             Duy 

 
 

 
The students are so funny. I was 
always surrounded by them. I 
made them happy and I really 
enjoyed their presence. They 
made my stay at La Valla truly 
memorable. I hope more people 
will help them because they   
really need help. My experiences 
there taught me to improve   
myself and become a better   
person.                                    Phuc 

 
In the future, I hope to come 
back here to live and work with 
the people. I was very happy to 
be with the children. Although I 
was tired by the end of the day, 
I was inspired and ecstatic.   
Luan 

there. We worked in the garden, taught and played with the children. Sometimes, we cleaned the dining     
tables and cut the students’ hair and swam with them in the swimming pool.  
  
The work at La Valla School was really difficult for us. Oftentimes, we had to work under the heat of the blazing 
sun. On the other hand, we slept well because we were pretty tired by the end of the day. The happiest time 
was in the evening. We played with the children and after that, spent one hour helping them with their      
studies. 
 
Both Luan and Phuc were great at organising games, and Luan got to practise his hair dressing skill with the   
students as a lot of them volunteered to become his guinea pigs. Duy tanned his skin by working in the garden 
mid-morning almost every day, while Phuc’s students kept him very busy managing the class. 
  
One of the most wonderful experiences we had at La Valla was when we met some students from Indonesia 
and Australia. We worked together, painting the house where the students were living. We also played           
volleyball with them. It was great to meet and spend some time with them because we were able to practise 
our English. 

The Pailin Community  
By Hoàng Anh, Hải and Lý 

 
Pailin is a province of Cambodia and four Marist 
Brothers live there. On 11 March, Hoàng Anh, Hải 
and I went there to see and understand the way to 
live in community. The people and Brothers in   
Pailin were very friendly and welcomed us.  
 
During our stay, we helped the Brothers and some 
Volunteers there to teach English to the students in 
the schools and also in the place where we were   
living. In addition, we also did some cooking,    
cleaning and outdoor work.  
 
We just stayed there for 10 days, but we were so 
happy throughout the time we stayed there. We The students in Pailin 
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learned many things from them. 
We have to say that God gives to 
each person different abilities, but 
the Brothers have the same    
characteristics. That is, they love 
the children and the life they have 
chosen. Therefore, they’re always 
looking for the best way to help 
young people to grow and         
become good  people.  
 
So we thank God for helping us to 
see and experience many things in 
our lives, especially our vocations. 

The Mondol Kiri Community 
By Chien, Huynh and Binh  
 
Being part of a community is absolutely important to the Marists.      
Joining other communities gives us more experiences in living in           
community. Luckily for us, we had a chance to be with the Marist     
community of Phnom Penh and later with the community of Saen 
Monorom, Mondol Kiri Province, Cambodia as Marist Aspirants from 
Vietnam. 
 
The community of Phnom Penh is in the heart of the country, but it is 
very simple with very humble people in charge: Br Georges and Br         
Augustin. Three days there at first and then the last night allowed us to 
experience community living.  
 
Saen Monorom community is also a very simple community in the   
highlands near the border with Vietnam and people there aren’t Khmer 
people, they are Bunong. And of course, they don’t speak Khmer - which 
is Cambodia’s national language, but they use their own language called 
Bunong. This community has been here for three years and there are 
two Brothers in charge of the community: Br Max and Br Bernard. Both 
of them are like  grandfathers to all the children, fathers for all the      
students and also good helpers of the parish.  
 
When we arrived, only Br Bernard was there because Br Max was on his 
holiday, but he welcomed us very warmly. Being alone, he had to take 
care of so many things, from parish to students and children. Near the 
Brothers’ house is the parish’s hostel for high school students whose 
houses are very far from their school.  
 
From the moment we arrived at the hostel, the students there were 
cheerful and welcomed us. They were very friendly, and asked us about 
Vietnam, Vietnamese people, Vietnamese customs and many other 
things. That made us and them happy and very comfortable even 
though we didn’t understand each other very much.  
 
In the hostel, there are about 15 students and their ages are from about 
15 to 23 years old. One thing that surprised us was the students there 
start going to school at different ages. Some started to go to school very 
late at nine years old, some very  early at four years old, but they are like 
a family. They’re also very hardworking in their studies. The hostel is 
managed by the Brothers with Mr Min who is very good Cambodian 
helper of the Brothers.  
 
Far from the Brothers’ house, about an hour by car, is the parish called 
Bou Sra and it is where most of the students come from. It is a very poor 
place and the people there mostly are ethnic minorities. They lack         
education and not many people speak Khmer, and just a few students  

Teaching English  

Taking care of the pigs 
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also been there but it was a bit 
difficult for us and for them. They 
don’t use the same alphabet as 
us so the students there couldn’t 
understand us very much, but we 
enjoyed  being with them playing 
games and other activities. In the    
parish, there is a kindergarten 
with many children, they look so 
cute when they said: Sok sabai 
thei? (Which means “How are 
you?”) to us.  
 
Ten days passed 
faster than we  
expected. That 
was our best 10 
days in our  
journey to  
Cambodia. We just 
want to say thanks 
to the Brothers for 
receiving us,        
welcoming us, 
guiding us and 
helping us during 
the time we were 

in your care. Also thanks to the  
students for welcoming us, being 
friends with us, talking and    
sharing with us. The time with 
you was wonderful. Best regards 
and thanks to all.  
 
May the Lord and our good 
Mother protect you, bless you 
and grant to you all the good 
things.  
 

have the opportunity to go to 
school.  
 
Every weekend, after Saturday 
lunch, Br Bernard takes all the 
students home by car on a very 
long and dusty road. Of course, 
the next day, he has to do the 
same thing in the opposite       
direction to bring the students 
back to the hostel.  
 
The Brothers and Mr. Min        
organise English classes in a small 
village near the hostel. We have 

 

Some Thoughts on My Visit to Thailand and     
Vietnam 
By Nicholas Fernando 
 
At the end of my stay in Thailand and Vietnam to visit 
Brs Bao and Thuan in their Apostolic and Community   

experience, I met Br Juan Castro at the Quoc Oai     
community. He invited me to pen down few lines of 
my experience which I am very glad to do.  
 
I am thankful to the Marist District of Asia for           
providing this precious opportunity to me as a part of 
the formation programme of the Apostolic and            
Community experience of the Novices. And the staff 
and the Marist Novitiate community for making    
necessary adjustments in the programme to give me 
the space of this 11 days visit. 
 
Now let me pen in point form some of my precious 
experiences. 
 
 Fraternal love and care that I enjoyed in the       

communities of Samut Sakhon, District house in 
Bangkok and Quoc Oai. 

 
Bao and his family 
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 Both Apostolic Communities of Samut Sakhon 
and Quoc Oai impressed me with their down-to-
earth lifestyles, which were open to, and in        
keeping with that of the people of the soil. I     
believe few lines on their Apostolic work is         
worthy of mention. 

 
 At Samut Sakhon I found those children from 

Myanmar, who too have a right for a bright    
future, were learning in a homely                  
atmosphere. 

 
 At the New Horizon Centre in Quoc Oai, I 

could see the opportunity provided for those 
Vietnamese children who are thirsting to 
learn English Language.   

 
 The love and warmth that I experienced living with the families of Br Bao and Thuan and visiting the         

families of Br Sinh, Hung and Tri was marvelous. 
 
These eye-opening experiences gave me a taste of life and culture, especially of Vietnam which I believe would 
be very helpful in my role as a formator. 
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